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ABSTRACT
Context. A recent study reported a strong apparent depression of Fe i, relative to Fe ii, in the AGB stars of NGC 6752. This depression

is much greater than that expected from the neglect of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium effects, in particular the dominant effect
of overionisation. The iron abundances derived from Fe i were then used to scale all other neutral species in the study.
Aims. Here we attempt to reproduce the apparent Fe discrepancy, and investigate differences in reported sodium abundances.
Methods. We compare in detail the methods and results of the recent study with those of an earlier study of NGC 6752 AGB stars.
Iron and sodium abundances are derived using Fe i, Fe ii, and Na i lines. We explore various uncertainties to test the robustness of our
abundance determinations.
Results. We reproduce the large Fe i depression found by the recent study, using different observational data and computational
tools. Further investigation shows that the degree of the apparent Fe i depression is strongly dependent on the adopted stellar effective
temperature. To minimise uncertainties in Fe i we derive temperatures for each star individually using the infrared flux method (IRFM).
We find that the T eff scales used by both the previous studies are cooler, by up to 100 K; such underestimated temperatures amplify the
apparent Fe i depression. Our IRFM temperatures result in negligible apparent depression, consistent with theory. We also re-derived
sodium abundances and, remarkably, found them to be unaffected by the new temperature scale. [Na/H] in the AGB stars is consistent
between all studies. Since Fe is constant, it follows that [Na/Fe] is also consistent between studies, apart from any systematic offsets
in Fe.
Conclusions. We recommend the use of (V − K) relations for AGB stars, based on comparisons with our individually-derived IRFM
temperatures, and their inherently low uncertainties. We plan to investigate the effect of the improved temperature scale on other
elements, and re-evaluate the subpopulation distributions on the AGB, in the next paper of this series.
Key words. stars: AGB and post-AGB – stars: abundances – stars: evolution – techniques: spectroscopic – globular clusters: general

1. Introduction
Due to their relatively homogeneous stellar populations, Galactic
globular clusters (GCs) have long been used to constrain stellar
evolution models of low-mass stars (e.g. Castellani & Renzini
1968; Schwarzschild 1970; Iben 1971; Zinn 1974; Norris 1974;
Sweigart 1997; Baraffe et al. 1997; Salaris et al. 2016). The
colour-magnitude diagrams of GCs generally exhibit wellpopulated sequences corresponding to most phases of stellar
evolution. Additionally, most GCs are chemically homogeneous
in heavy elements, for example the star-to-star variation of iron
is usually smaller than the observational uncertainties. Main sequence observations indicate that the age differences between
the subpopulations are undetectable, or small (.108 yr), as compared to total ages of up to 13 Gyr (e.g. Piotto et al. 2007). For
most purposes, the stars in each GC can be considered coeval.

In contrast to this homogeneity, observations of the light
elements have revealed a consistent picture of subpopulations
within each GC. Supported also by photometry, these subpopulations are most clearly seen in multi-dimensional chemical space,
for example in the Na-O plane. Indeed Carretta et al. (2010)
suggest that a negative/anti-correlation in Na-O is the defining feature of a GC, clearly separating them from open clusters which show light element homogeneity (de Silva et al. 2009;
MacLean et al. 2015). In addition to the well studied variation in
the elements such as C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al, there is a growing
body of evidence that helium also varies (e.g. D’Antona et al.
2005; Milone 2015; Valcarce et al. 2016). This is qualitatively
consistent with proton-capture nucleosynthesis, whereby H is
burned to He through the CNO cycle (converting C and O to
N), and Al and Na are produced through the Mg-Al and Ne-Na
cycles. We refer the reader to Gratton et al. (2012) for a complete
review of multiple populations in GCs.
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Whilst the now well-established existence of multiple subpopulations in GCs adds significant complexity to understanding GCs and their formation, it opens up new opportunities
in constraining stellar evolution models since each GC has (at
least) two populations practically identical in age and heavy
element composition, but different in light element composition. Thus GCs can provide differential comparisons between
models of different initial light element constitutions, and in
particular, helium content, which is a dominant factor in a
star’s evolution (e.g. D’Antona et al. 2002; Karakas et al. 2014;
Chantereau et al. 2016).
Until recently chemical abundance studies of the GC multiple populations have mainly focused on red giant branch (RGB)
stars. Studies of earlier phases of evolution such as the main sequence and sub giant branch have shown that the proportions of
stars making up each subpopulation within a GC are generally
constant through the colour-magnitude diagram. It has also been
shown that the subpopulations occupy different locations on the
horizontal branch (HB; see e.g. Marino et al. 2011; Gratton et al.
2015).
The phase of evolution directly after the HB, the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), has only recently started to be investigated systematically. The AGB is particularly interesting because it should contain information about the previous phase, the
HB, which is one stage of evolution that is predicted to diverge
significantly between He-rich and He-normal stars1 . Evolutionary models of HB stars are also known to have very substantial uncertainties (e.g. Constantino et al. 2015; Campbell et al.
2016; Constantino et al. 2016). Early low-resolution spectroscopic work on GC giant stars sometimes contained a few
AGB stars (usually tentatively identified, see Campbell et al.
2006 for a summary). In some cases these early studies showed
possible differences in subpopulation ratios between the AGB
and RGB. For example Norris et al. (1981) found a lack of
AGB stars with strong cyanogen (CN) band strengths in NGC
6752, as compared to their RGB sample, and Mallia (1978)
found a dominance of CN-strong stars on the AGB of 47
Tuc. Cyanogen (roughly) tracks N content, such that CN-weak
stars are first generation/subpopulation (hereafter SP1) and CNstrong stars are second subpopulation (hereafter SP2). These
studies were however hampered by low resolution, imprecise
photometry (required for separating the RGB and AGB stars),
and small samples of AGB stars. Decades later the quality of
photometry had improved such that Sneden et al. (2000) and
Campbell et al. (2006) argued that it should now be possible to
study the AGB stars of GCs in a systematic way. Campbell et al.
(2010) presented some early CN results for a systematic study
of AGB stars in 9 GCs, based on medium resolution spectra (R ∼ 3000). The findings were mixed, with a range of
interpretations being possible. This was due to the uncertainties in molecular band formation, which is dependent on temperature, as well as the interrelated abundances of C, N, O.
One GC did appear to be a clear case though – NGC 6752.
Its AGB was dominated by CN-poor giants, in agreement with
Norris et al. (1981). Norris et al. (1981) had speculated that this
may imply that all of the SP2 stars avoid the AGB phase. This
is however not expected from stellar theory – about 50% of
the AGB stars are predicted to be SP2 (CN-strong, Na-rich;
1

Due to the more rapid evolution of He-rich stars they have lower
stellar masses at a given age. Since the HB core masses do not change
significantly between He populations, the envelope masses on the HB
are reduced, and the T eff increased, giving rise to blue extensions in the
observed HBs.
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Cassisi et al. 2014). Such a claim of strong discordance between
observation and theory required stronger evidence. This was provided by Campbell et al. (2013) with sodium abundance measurements from high-resolution spectroscopy of 24 RGB and 20
AGB stars in NGC 6752. The Na results confirmed the CN results, and Campbell et al. (2013) inferred that all of the Na-rich
(SP2) stars were avoiding the AGB phase in NGC 6752.
Since the NGC 6752 study a number of research groups
have investigated the AGB stars of many other GCs, with
high-resolution spectroscopy – 47 Tuc: Johnson et al. (2015);
M2, M3, M5, M13: García-Hernández et al. (2015); M62:
Lapenna et al. (2015); M4: MacLean et al. (2016); NGC 2808:
Wang et al. (2016); NGC 6752: Lapenna et al. (2016). So far
no consistent picture of subpopulation ratios on the AGB has
emerged. Interestingly, for the two GCs that have been studied
more than once so far, conflicting evidence has been reported.
In the case of M4 photometric inferences of population proportions (Lardo et al. 2017) disagree with the spectroscopic results (MacLean et al. 2016). The conflicting spectroscopic evidence for the other case, NGC 6752 (Campbell et al. 2013;
Lapenna et al. 2016) is the topic of the current study. Adding
to the debate, a photometric study on NGC 6752 AGB stars
has very recently been accepted for publication (Gruyters et al.
2017). We refer the reader to MacLean et al. (2016) for a more
detailed summary of the literature thus far.
Conflicting results for NGC 6752

The Campbell et al. (2013) study (hereafter C13) found that the
sodium abundances in their sample of NGC 6752 AGB stars
were consistent with a single value – the standard deviation of
[Na/Fe] was σ = 0.10, comparable to the internal errors of
∼±0.1 dex. They reported that the single value corresponds to
that of the O-rich/Na-poor subpopulation of NGC 6752 (SP1, often referred to as “first generation”). We note that there have been
at least three subpopulations identified in NGC 6752, one with
field-star-like composition, and the other two with enhanced
Na and reduced O (amongst other light element variations, see
Carretta et al. 2012). For simplicity we divide them here into just
two groups: SP1 and SP2.
In contrast to the C13 result, Lapenna et al. (2016, hereafter
L16) report a distinctly different distribution in [Na/Fe]. In particular they find that about 50% of their sample have enhanced
[Na/Fe] – and corresponding (anti-) correlations with [C, N,
O, Al/Fe] (see their Fig. 2). As they state, this result is much
more consistent with current stellar evolution predictions (C13;
Cassisi et al. 2014). L16 re-observed the AGB stellar sample
of C13 (20 stars) with a different instrument, the UVES spectrograph on the VLT. C13 used data collected using FLAMES
(Pasquini et al. 2003), also on the VLT. Thus the spectra and
analysis methods are independent, but the AGB stellar samples
are identical.
The L16 study did not investigate why the results of the two
studies differ so much. The study also did not observe or homogeneously re-analyse RGB stars, which are very useful as a
control sample, since they have been well studied in NGC 6752,
and they show the full range of Na-O dispersion for the particular analysis methodology that one adopts (C13 included 24 RGB
stars). Here we explore the methods, uncertainties, and assumptions of both studies with an aim to finding a robust result for
[Na/Fe]. We will investigate other elements in the next paper of
the series. We begin by directly comparing the key parameters
and results of the two studies.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of T eff (left), log g (centre), and vmic (right) values adopted for the AGB sample by C13 and L16. Dotted lines show typical
uncertainties in each of the parameters (T eff , from colour-T eff relation: ±70 K; log g: ±0.1 km s−1 ; vmic : ±0.1 dex). The centre panel also shows our
new log g values calculated using a more appropriate mass estimate for the AGB stars (0.61 M , blue squares; see text for details).

2. Comparisons between C13 and L16
2.1. Stellar parameter comparison

The stellar parameters – effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log g, microturbulent velocity vmic , and global metallicity
[M/H] – are central to the spectroscopic determination of abundances. They are the parameters that define the stellar atmosphere model one uses to infer the strength of each line. The
parameters are well known to have degeneracies, for example
a change in log g can mimic a change in [Fe/H]. It is therefore
imperative to compare the stellar parameters of C13 and L162 .
L16 derived T eff by requiring no trend between iron abundances and excitation potential, which is usually referred to as
“spectroscopic” T eff . On the other hand C13 used “photometric”
T eff , which is derived from colour-T eff relations. The left panel
of Fig. 1 shows that the T eff values compare well, with virtually
all temperatures being the same within the uncertainties given
by the colour-T eff relations (C13 used the Alonso et al. 1999 relations). It is interesting that there is agreement despite the different methods used to arrive at the final temperatures (although
see Sect. 4.2.2).
The centre panel of Fig. 1 shows that there is a constant offset of about 0.2 dex in surface gravity (log g) between C13 and
L16, with the L16 gravities being lower. This was noted by L16,
who suggested that it could be due to the adopted distance modulus or stellar mass. C13 used the same distance modulus as L16
((m − M)V = 13.13; Harris 1996). However C13 neglected to account for mass loss between the RGB and AGB. They adopted
the same mass for AGB stars as used for the RGB stars, 0.84 M ,
which is clearly incorrect. Following L16 we adjusted the mass
for the AGB stars to 0.61 M , the median HB mass inferred for
NGC 6752 by Gratton et al. (2010), and recalculated log g. It can
be seen that this removes the offset between L16 and C13, bringing the gravities in to near perfect agreement (blue squares in
Fig. 1).
In C13 the microturbulent velocity vmic was determined using the relation of Gratton et al. (1996), whilst in L16 it was obtained spectroscopically, by requiring no trend between the reduced equivalent widths and abundances derived from Fe i lines.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows that the L16 values are quantised,
in 0.05 km s−1 steps. This is most likely due to 0.05 km s−1 steps
2

These comparisons are in the context of 1D local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE) abundance analyses.

being taken to arrive at a spectroscopic solution, a reasonable approach given the uncertainty in this parameter. The values cover
a small range (1.60 to 1.85 km s−1 ), and the two studies agree
considering the characteristic uncertainty of ±0.1 km s−1 .
With regards to the global metallicity used for atmospheric
modelling, L16 used [M/H] = −1.50 whilst C13 used [M/H] =
−1.54. This is a small difference and is not expected to affect the
results significantly.
In summary, apart from the gravity offset, all other stellar parameters show no significant difference between the two studies.
Amongst the species under investigation here (Fe i, Fe ii, Na i),
gravity should mainly affect Fe ii. Na i is expected to be largely
unaffected3 and for this reason we continue with the comparison
using the published C13 Na abundances.
2.2. [Na/H] comparison

To derive abundances of sodium both studies used the equivalent width (EW) method. C13 utilised the strong Na I doublets
at 5682/5688 Å and 6154/6160 Å, although only the first doublet was usually measurable in the AGB stars. As far as we are
aware L16 used the same doublet for their AGB sample (see their
Fig. 1). The L16 data has a moderately higher resolution (UVES,
R = 40 000) than that obtained by C13 (FLAMES, R = 24 000).
In Fig. 2 we show the difference between the C13 and L16
[Na/H] results4 . Apart from the two coolest stars, which have
lower Na in L16 (we discuss these stars further in Sect. 6), there
is no significant difference in [Na/H]. There is a slight systematic
offset to lower [Na/H] in L16 (∼−0.05 dex). Adding in the uncertainties from L16, and considering that the uncertainties quoted
are internal only, the agreement is remarkable. This strongly
suggests that a range of factors have no significant effect on the
Na i abundance derivation, including the following:
– gravity offset in C13 (as expected, see footnote 3);
– increase in resolution in L16 over C13;
3

This is due to Na i being the minority species (in these stars sodium
is predominantly in the form of Na ii) and thus its line formation is
insensitive to pressure. Since the atmospheric pressure is primarily determined by gravity, it follows that the formation of Na i lines is not
sensitive to changes in gravity (see e.g. the discussion in Chap. 13 of
Gray 2005).
4
We adopt the Grevesse & Sauval (1998) solar Na value log  = 6.33
for scaling.
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Fig. 3. Difference in [Na/Fe] results between L16 and C13. The dashdotted line is a linear fit. Differences much larger than the typical uncertainties (dotted lines) are present.

– small differences in model atmospheres and their inputs (e.g.
[M/H]);
– small differences between the spectroscopically derived temperatures (L16) and the photometric temperatures (C13);
– scatter in the microturbulent velocities.
The result of this comparison is reassuring and gives confidence
in the methods used to derive [Na/H]. C13 argued that their Na
results are consistent with a single value, given the uncertainties,
and that the value corresponds to SP1 of NGC 6752. This conclusion is however at odds with the L16 study, which concluded that
the slightly larger spread found for [Na/H] (σ = 0.13 dex versus
0.10 dex in C13) is significant. Based on the uncertainty estimates of L16 (∼0.06 dex, judging from [Na/H] in their Fig. 2),
which are somewhat smaller that those of C13 (∼0.10 dex),
this conclusion may be correct – assuming the L16 error estimates are realistic. We explore various sources of uncertainty in
Sects. 4 and 5.2. We now investigate the considerable differences
in [Na/Fe] between the two studies.
2.3. [Na/Fe] comparison

In Fig. 3 we show the difference in [Na/Fe] between the two
studies. Differences of up to +0.35 dex can be seen, although
they range from zero to this very high value. Interestingly there
is a temperature trend, with stars with the highest T eff having the
largest differences in [Na/Fe]. A linear regression analysis shows
that the Pearson correlation coefficient r2 = 0.63 and that the
slope is highly significant (t-statistic = 5.6σ). This was described
in L16 as a systematic offset of 0.25 dex.
A98, page 4 of 15
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Fig. 4. Depression of Fe i relative to Fe ii in the L16 study. The dotted
line is a linear fit.

Given our conclusion about [Na/H], that the results are practically identical between studies, the [Na/Fe] differences must be
wholly driven by the denominator, i.e. the Fe distribution must
give rise to the difference in [Na/Fe] distribution.
With respect to the methodology used to derive [Na/Fe] for
the NGC 6752 AGB stars the two studies diverge considerably.
C13 did not derive Fe abundances. They instead assumed a single Fe abundance for all stars in their sample ([Fe/H] = −1.54,
Carretta et al. 2007). This assumption is discussed further at the
beginning of Sect. 3. In contrast, L16 did derive Fe abundances,
based on both Fe i and Fe ii. An important part of their methodology was that they did not derive log g spectroscopically, at
least not in the common meaning of spectroscopically (we set
out the steps in their method in Sect. 3). This was done specifically to avoid “forcing” the abundances of Fe i and Fe ii to be
equal. To motivate this choice L16 cite some studies that have
reported Fe differences, δFe = Fe i − Fe ii, in globular cluster RGB and AGB stars (Ivans et al. 2001; Lapenna et al. 2014,
2015; Mucciarelli et al. 2015). Certainly not requiring that Fe i =
Fe ii is necessary for detecting any possible δFe, which would
most likely be due to overionisation of Fe i (Lind et al. 2012),
but, as we show later (Sect. 4), care is required in order to be
confident of the quantitative results. In particular there needs to
be a high level of confidence in the stellar parameters used, otherwise an apparent overionisation can be misinterpreted as a real
physical phenomenon5 .
Crucially, to obtain [Na/Fe] L16 decided to use only Fe abundances derived from Fe i lines in the denominator, following the
original suggestion of Ivans et al. (2001; see also Lapenna et al.
2014, 2015; Mucciarelli et al. 2015). Moreover, abundances for
all other elements that were determined from neutral species
were also scaled by Fe i. We discuss the basis and validity of
this choice in Sect. 7.
In Fig. 4 we show the run of δFe in the L16 data. Apart from
the extra scatter added because of the (small, up to 0.03 dex)
differences in Fe ii, this shows the same trend as the [Na/Fe] differences in Fig. 3. A linear regression analysis shows the slope
is significant (t = 2.7σ). The δFe values range up to ∼−0.35 dex.
Also of note is that there are no stars with an absolute value of
δFe less than 0.1 dex. The L16 Fe abundances are based on many
lines and have very small reported uncertainties (±0.01 dex,
Table 1 of L16). Thus the entire sample appears to have highly
significant δFe. L16 conclude that there is currently no complete
explanation of this δFe effect but it “seems to be a general feature of AGB stars in GCs”. This conclusion does however rely
5

That is, a physical phenomenon that is not captured by the LTE treatment.
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This study, L16 method
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Fig. 5. Spectroscopically determined T eff for the C13 data using the
L16 method (Sect. 3), compared to the L16 temperatures. The two sets
of temperatures were derived using different photometry for initial T eff
estimates. Dashed lines indicate typical uncertainties (±70 K).

on the reported uncertainties being realistic. We address this fundamental condition in Sects. 4 and 5.2.
In summary, we conclude that the differences in [Na/Fe] between L16 and C13 are driven wholly by the Fe i depression relative to Fe ii reported by L16.
Our next step in the comparison is to see if we can reproduce
the L16 δFe from the C13 FLAMES data.

3. Fe i and Fe ii from C13 data using C13 parameters
As noted earlier, C13 did not derive Fe abundances. A single
Fe abundance was assumed for all stars in their sample, based
on a detailed RGB study ([Fe/H] = −1.54, Carretta et al. 2007).
This was considered a reasonable assumption since it is well established that NGC 6752 is mono-metallic in Fe (Gratton et al.
2005; Carretta et al. 2009; Yong et al. 2015). However it meant
that any unexpected deviation in Fe i or Fe ii in the AGB stars
would have been missed.
Here we present newly calculated Fe i and Fe ii abundances
using the C13 FLAMES data, in order to compare directly with
the L16 Fe results.
We derive LTE Fe abundances using the EW method, as in
the L16 study. While C13 used the MOOG stellar line analysis program (Sneden 1973), here we use the WIDTH3 program
(Gratton 1988; Gratton & Sneden 1988). We aim to reproduce
the L16 results, so we follow the specific methodology of that
study, which comprises the following steps:
1. T eff is calculated “spectroscopically”, i.e. by requiring no
trend between Fe i abundances and excitation potential.
2. Gravity is adjusted from the initial photometric values by recalculating it using the T eff from Step 1. Iteration back to
Step 1 may be required if the changes in log g are significant. Ionisation balance is ignored.
3. Microturbulent velocity is then adjusted by requiring no
trend between Fe i abundances and line strengths.
We used Kurucz (1993) model atmospheres, adopting the same
[M/H] = −1.50 value as L16. Photometrically-derived values of
T eff and log g were adopted as initial estimates (those in Fig. 1).
The initial temperatures are identical to those used in C13, based
on the Strömgren photometry from Grundahl et al. (1999) and
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Fig. 6. Depression of Fe i relative to Fe ii we find when using the
method of L16 and the C13 data (blue triangles). The blue dot-dashed
line is a linear fit to our results, and the dashed red line is the fit to the
L16 results (from Fig. 4). The temperatures used for this analysis are
displayed in Fig. 5.

using the (b − y) relation of Alonso et al. (1999, their Eq. (15)).
NGC 6752 suffers from minor reddening; we corrected the b and
y magnitudes for reddening using the relations of Schlegel et al.
(1998), adopting E(B − V) = 0.04 mag (Harris 1996). The initial
log g values (blue squares in Fig. 1) were calculated using a stellar mass of 0.61 M , and a distance modulus of (M−m)V = 13.13
(Harris 1996), consistent with L16. We used the bolometric correction relation of Alonso et al. (1999, their Eqs. (17) and (18)).
Using Step 2 above for gravity estimation one avoids Fe i
being forced to be equal to Fe ii (i.e. ionisation balance is not
enforced). In iterating back to Step 1 we found that the log g
values are insensitive to the ∼0 → 100 K modifications in T eff ,
with the average change in log g being ∼+0.03 dex. Our initial
microturbulence values were estimated using the relation from
Gratton et al. (1996). Most of these values were unchanged in
Step 3, with four AGB stars changing by ∼±0.1 km s−1 , so they
are still consistent with those in the right panel of Fig. 1. Our
final spectroscopic T eff values are consistent with the L16 spectroscopic temperatures (Fig. 5). Finally, our linelist is based on
that of Gratton et al. (2003). We explore line list differences in
Sect. 5.2.1.
With these parameters, and assuming a solar abundance for
Fe of log  = 7.50 (Grevesse & Sauval 1998), we find for the
AGB stars:
[Fe ii/H]AGB = −1.48 ± 0.01 dex (σ = 0.04; L16: −1.58 dex)
[Fe i/H]AGB = −1.63 ± 0.01 dex (σ = 0.04; L16: −1.80 dex).
Thus we confirm a significant Fe i-Fe ii difference, at least qualitatively. Unlike the L16 δFe results our results show no substantial trend with T eff (Fig. 6), with the significance of the slope
being <1σ, and r2 = 0.03. The average value of the offset in our
results is δFe = −0.15 ± 0.01 dex (σ = 0.05), as compared to
−0.22 dex in L16. Using the C13 parameters and the L16 spectra, L16 found an average offset of −0.27 dex. Thus there is a
systematic difference of order 0.1 dex between the studies even
if using the same stellar parameters. This may be related to the
0.1 dex lower [Fe ii/H] found by L16, which could be due to the
adoption of different oscillator strengths between the studies (we
explore this as an uncertainty in Sect. 5.2.1).
A98, page 5 of 15
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6.3

4. The origin of δFe

4.1. Gravity check: Fe II abundance comparison with RGB
stars

One way to check if there is a gravity offset problem is to compare the Fe ii abundance of the AGB stars to that of the RGB stars
– they should be identical for Fe ii since NLTE effects are predicted to be negligible for Fe ii in late-type stars (e.g. Lind et al.
2012). Due to its dependence on gravity, a difference in Fe ii
may indicate systematic problems with log g that would require
investigation.
C13 included RGB stars in their study, as a control sample.
For the Fe determination in the RGB stars we again used the
same methodology of L16, as described for the AGB sample
above. In this case our results show no evidence of an Fe i-Fe ii
discrepancy:
[Fe ii/H]RGB = −1.47 ± 0.01 dex (σ = 0.06)
[Fe i/H]RGB = −1.48 ± 0.04 dex (σ = 0.06).
Formally we measure δFe = −0.01 ± 0.02 (σ = 0.08).
Importantly, the AGB [Fe ii/H] is perfectly in agreement
with the RGB measurement. This suggests that Fe ii is not the
source of the AGB δFe phenomenon. Although not a definitive
proof, it also suggests that the AGB log g values are reasonable.
Assuming this is correct we now investigate the sensitivity of Fe
to T eff .
4.2. Temperature check: Fe I behaviour with varying Teff

L16 derived surface temperatures spectroscopically, i.e. by requiring no trend between iron abundances and excitation potential. In this procedure it is usual to use photometric T eff as an
initial estimate. L16 did not specify if this was done, but we assume it was. We also assume the same BV photometry (Stetson
2000) that was used for the log g derivation was also used for
T eff . Regardless of the source of photometry, and the method
to arrive at the final temperatures, it can be seen in Fig. 1 that
the L16 temperatures agree with the C13 temperatures, within
the uncertainties. Here we explore the uncertainties, to ascertain
whether systematic problems with T eff could be giving rise to the
δFe phenomenon present in both studies (Figs. 4 and 6).

To investigate the sensitivity of Fe i and Fe ii to the adopted T eff
we chose one star as a case study: AGB star 97. This star was
A98, page 6 of 15
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Fig. 7. Testing the effect of adopted T eff on the derived Fe i and Fe ii
abundances in the AGB star 97. Horizontal bars show the 2σ uncertainty
ranges6 for each of the T eff -colour relations, centred on the T eff prediction of each relation (see text for details). The temperatures used in the
C13 study (4946 K) and the L16 study (4884 K) are indicated by vertical lines, highlighting the magnitude of δFe at each T eff . Also shown is
our IRFM T eff (5048 K) and associated uncertainty. The (V − K) T eff is
5051 K. The dashed line shows the average iron abundance of the RGB
stellar sample.

chosen because it displays a strong δFe signal in both L16 and
the current study, with δFe = −0.31 and −0.22 dex, respectively.
In L16 the adopted surface temperature for this star was 4884 K.
In the current study we found the photometric T eff of C13 to
require no change (4946 K). The difference of 62 K is within the
1σ (±70 K) uncertainties of the Strömgren relation which we
used to derive T eff (Alonso et al. 1999).
For the test we varied T eff and attempted to find spectroscopic
“solutions” (i.e. no trend between iron abundances and excitation potentials) at each T eff . During this process log g was kept
constant, at the photometric value. In Sect. 3 we showed that the
log g adjustment is negligible within the T eff uncertainty ranges
considered here.
In Fig. 7 we show the results of the test. Interestingly, we
were able to find spectroscopic “solutions” for a wide range of
temperatures, even outside the uncertainties of the colour-T eff
relations, although no solution was found above 5100 K7 . Multiple solutions were possible because of the uncertainty in the
abundance-excitation potential slope, combined with the poorly
constrained microturbulence parameter, which was adjusted to
reduce the slope in the usual procedure (Sect. 3). The slope uncertainty in this case was ±0.03 dex/eV8 . Over the T eff range of
4800 → 5100 K the range of microturbulence values we found
spanned 1.20 → 1.65 km s−1 , with the microturbulent velocity
increasing with temperature. Apart from the very low T eff end,
which is very unlikely to be representative of the true temperature (Sect. 4.2.3), these appear to be reasonable values, as compared to those reported by C13 and L16 (Fig. 1). It is also useful
to remember that “microturbulent velocity” is essentially a free
parameter, i.e. it has little physical basis (see e.g. the four listed
points in Sect. 1 of Mucciarelli 2011, and references therein).
For all solutions there was no trend between Fe abundances and
line strength, within the uncertainties.
6

4.2.1. AGB star test case

FeI
FeII
RGB Fe

6.2
logε(FeI, FeII, Fe)

The qualitatively similar finding of a definite δFe in both sets of
data is in one way reassuring – it shows that, given a particular
methodology, the results of L16 are reproducible with independent data and tools. However, the L16 study did not investigate
the robustness of this result. An obvious question arises – is there
some systematic problem(s) in the method mimicking this phenomenon?
To investigate this possibility we explore the uncertainties in
the abundance analysis process. We begin by noting that it is well
known that (i) offsets in Fe ii can be caused by offsets in gravity;
(ii) offsets in Fe i can be caused by offsets in T eff ; and (iii) the
magnitude of non-LTE (NLTE) effects is predicted to be small
in these stars. We explore the first two sources of uncertainty in
the next two subsections and the third in Sect. 5.2.2.

We use 2σ uncertainties due to the fact that AGB stars are not significantly represented in the stellar samples on which the colour-T eff
relations are based.
7
Within our test procedure. Varying log g may allow solutions at
higher T eff .
8
Across the AGB sample the average uncertainty was ±0.02 dex/eV.
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4.2.2. Ramifications of the δFe dependence on Teff

This result shows clearly that significant δFe values can arise
even within the photometric T eff uncertainties. Crucially it appears that the initial T eff estimate (usually photometric) is central
in determining the final δFe value. This is because there is a continuum of spectroscopic “solutions” across the T eff uncertainty
range, so that the spectroscopically determined T eff will usually
be close to the photometric estimate. Figure 7 then implies that,
if there is a systematic trend or offset in the inferred photometric temperatures, a similar trend or offset should be present in
δFe – even if the temperatures are determined spectroscopically.
Given this, an investigation into the sources of the adopted temperatures is mandatory, and is our next step.
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In Fig. 7 we also show the predictions of three colour-T eff relations for our AGB test star: Strömgren (b − y) (Alonso et al.
1999 Eq. (15), with a quoted uncertainty of 1σ = 70 K), Johnson (B− V) (Alonso et al. 1999 Eq. (4), σ = 96 K), and Johnson2MASS (V − Ks ) (Table 5 of González Hernández & Bonifacio
2009, σ = 23 K). Reddening was corrected for in (V − Ks ) using
the relation of Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007, their Eq. (8)) assuming RV = 3.1 and E(B − V) = 0.04.
As a cross-check we have also calculated our own T eff for this
star using the Casagrande et al. (2010) implementation of the infrared flux method (IRFM). The IRFM estimates T eff by comparing the ratio of the observed bolometric flux to a monochromatic
IR flux with the ratio predicted by theory (synthetic spectra).
Since the synthetic spectra have a very mild dependency on stellar parameters in the IR, this method is only weakly dependent
on the models. The Casagrande et al. (2010) scale is calibrated
absolutely, using a set of solar twins. For further details of our
IRFM procedure we refer the reader to Casagrande et al. (2010).
We used the 2MASS JHK (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and BV photometry for this T eff determination (and for all the IRFM temperatures in this study). The temperature we derived has an internal
uncertainty of ±30 K, and is also included in Fig. 7. The BV
photometry we use in this study is from Momany et al. (2002).
These data are of high quality, for example the average error on
the V magnitudes for the AGB sample is 0.008 mag.
Immediately obvious from Fig. 7 is that the (V − K) relation
gives the most precise T eff estimate. It is also in perfect agreement with our IRFM-derived T eff , which has a similar degree of

4800

Fig. 8. Comparison of T eff derived for the RGB stars using four different methods: three different colour-T eff relations and our IRFM (see text
for details). The T eff from the colour-T eff relations are shown as differences from the IRFM temperatures. Dashed lines are linear fits to each
T eff set, and the shaded area shows the average 2σ internal uncertainty
of the IRFM scale (±56 K). The 2σ uncertainties of the (b − y) and
(B − V) relations are much larger than for our IRFM, being ±140 and
±192 K, respectively (Alonso et al. 1999). The (V − K) uncertainties
(2σ = 46 K; González Hernández & Bonifacio 2009) are similar to the
IRFM uncertainties.

-150

4.2.3. Temperature scales and the case for (V – K)

4700

Teﬀ (IRFM) [K]

Teﬀ - Teﬀ (IRFM) [K]

The δFe variation over the T eff test range shows a consistent
trend: δFe decreases with increasing T eff . Ignoring the T eff values outside the photometric T eff uncertainties, δFe ranges from
−0.46 (at 4820 K) to −0.05 (at 5100 K). This final value is consistent with zero given the 1σ scatter in δFe of 0.08 dex that we
found in the RGB sample (Sect. 3).
Also marked in Fig. 7 are the temperatures used by C13 and
L16. Importantly the δFe value at the L16 T eff is very similar to
that reported by L16 (their −0.31 dex versus −0.34 dex here).
Considering that different spectra and tools have been used, and
that both the L16 and C13 δFe values fit the δFe-T eff trend, this
is a strong confirmation of the δFe phenomenon, and its dependence on T eff , both qualitatively and quantitatively.
The gradient δFe/T eff is ∼0.002 dex/K. Given a typical 1σ
T eff uncertainty of ±100 K for the (B − V) colour, this translates
to a possible δFe range of 0.40 dex. This is a very substantial
uncertainty and consistent with the up to 0.35 dex found by L16.

A97

-200
4400

4500

4600

4700

4800

4900

5000

5100

Teﬀ (IRFM) [K]

Fig. 9. Comparison of five T eff determinations for the AGB star sample.
Symbols and shading are the same as Fig. 8, except for the addition of
the L16 temperatures (L16 did not study RGB stars). Three stars are
highlighted with labels: AGB star 97 was the subject of our δFe tests
(Fig. 7), whilst A22 and A52 have uncertain IRFM and (V − K) T eff
due to suspect 2MASS K magnitudes. These latter two stars have not
been included in the linear regression lines for (V − K) or IRFM, and
we adopt the (B − V) temperatures for them.

precision. Interestingly, both of these T eff estimates give much
lower δFe values than obtained using either the C13 or L16 temperatures, with δFe approaching zero at the higher end of the 2σ
uncertainty bands.
That (V − K) has a small uncertainty for late-type stars
is well known and is due to it being (i) only marginally sensitive to metallicity/line blanketing, and (ii) having a negligible dependence on surface gravity (Alonso et al. 1999;
Ramírez & Meléndez 2005). Importantly for our study, the (V −
K) colour is particularly suited to giants. Indeed Alonso et al.
(1999) suggest that it is “probably the best temperature indicator for giant stars”. Furthermore, Ramírez & Meléndez (2005)
report that, due to the colour being so insensitive to gravity, particularly in the range 4800 K > T eff > 6000 K, it makes (V − K)
suitable for stars of unknown luminosity class. This is important for studies of (early) AGB stars because many of them lie in
this T eff range (our sample: 4500 → 5050 K) and it is a class of
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stars that have only recently started to be investigated in detail,
so their surface gravities are less certain than RGB star gravities.

1.0

As a further check of the T eff “scales” we now perform ensemble comparisons between the T eff predictions from the same
three colour-T eff relations detailed above but across our entire
NGC 6752 RGB and AGB samples. We also present our IRFM
temperatures for all the stars.
The RGB sample comparison is displayed in Fig. 8. Although small offsets and small temperature trends are present,
it is clear that all three relations give temperatures that are
consistent with each other, within the quoted 1σ uncertainties
(Alonso et al. 1999; González Hernández & Bonifacio 2009).
This is true across the whole T eff range of our RGB sample. This
confirms the well-constrained nature of the parameters for GC
RGB stars, as expected from much previous work on these types
of stars.
The AGB on the other hand has not been well studied. In
Fig. 9 we show T eff for the AGB stars. Here the (B − V), (V − K),
and IRFM temperatures are consistent with each other, similar
to the RGB case. However the Strömgren (b − y) temperatures
(used by C13) are offset by about −60 K. This is particularly true
at higher T eff (>4700 K), where the majority of the temperatures
are outside the 2σ uncertainties of the IRFM T eff . Also displayed
are the temperatures from L16. These are offset even more, by
about −100 K on average.
Given that we have showed in Fig. 7 that δFe is is strongly
correlated with a reduction in T eff , this is very suggestive that
the large δFe reported by L16 (Fig. 4) is driven by the T eff scale
of that study. It also explains our own finding of significant δFe
using the Strömgren (b − y) temperatures adopted by C13. That
the temperature scale of C13 is slightly warmer than that of L16
also shows why our δFe values are generally smaller in magnitude than those of L16 (Sect. 3; Fig. 6).
The next logical step is to use the more appropriate temperatures in deriving Fe abundances. The change in T eff scale may
also affect Na i, which we also re-derive in Sect. 6.

5. Iron from C13 data using new T eff scale
5.1. Reanalysis method and results

In our final reanalysis of the C13 spectra we chose to use photometric parameters (IRFM) only, because (i) the temperature
scale appears quite accurate so we want to avoid additional uncertainties by using the spectroscopic T eff method; and (ii) following L16, we do not want to force Fe i = Fe ii by obtaining
log g spectroscopically. We adopt the same distance modulus as
C13 and L16, a mass of 0.78 M for RGB stars and 0.61 M
for AGB stars. Microturbulent velocities were estimated using
the Gratton et al. (1996) relation. Our final stellar parameters are
plotted in the log g-T eff plane in Fig. 10, and listed in Table A.1.
Note that there are 19 AGB stars rather than 20, since for one
star we did not have all three sets of photometry (star 89 of C13
and L16).
In Fig. 11 we show the final iron results for our whole
sample of RGB and AGB stars. Fe i and Fe ii are shown separately for each star. Immediately obvious in this figure is that
all abundances fall within the expected uncertainty range characterised by 1σ ∼ 0.1 dex. Final Fe abundances are also listed in
Table A.1.
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4.2.4. Temperature scales: ensemble comparisons
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Fig. 10. Our final stellar parameters for the NGC 6752 AGB and RGB
stars. All are “photometric” – based on the IRFM temperatures calculated for this study, except for 2 AGB stars (see Fig. 9).

The main effect of the new stellar temperatures is to raise
the Fe i values in the AGB sample, as expected from Figs. 7–9.
Table 1 shows that the average increase in Fe i is +0.11 dex,
as compared to our results using the C13 stellar parameters
(Sect. 3). Fe ii is unchanged, so this translates directly into a reduction of average δFe, reducing it from −0.15 to −0.04 dex.
Figure 12 shows visually that δFe in the AGB sample is now
negligible. A weak trend appears to be visible though, with δFe
increasing in magnitude in the hotter stars (T eff > 4800 K). The
average δFe is however only about −0.1 dex in this subset of
AGB stars, and the trend mostly lies within the error band. We
speculate that this possible trend may be due to either residual
underestimation of T eff , or due to NLTE effects being stronger
in the hotter AGB stars (although the latter is not supported by
current theory, see Sect. 5.2.2).
The main feature in the average Fe i and Fe ii values (Table 1,
final set) is that Fe i is lower in the AGB stars than in the RGB
stars, by 0.11 dex. This difference is just within the combined 1σ
dispersions of each sample (0.05 and 0.06, respectively; Table 1),
so it is marginally significant. The difference becomes even less
significant when considering other uncertainties (Sect. 5.2).
Averaging Fe abundances from Fe i and Fe ii in the AGB and
RGB samples to arrive at total [Fe/H] values shows that the difference between the two evolutionary phases is −0.06 dex, which
is comparable to the star-to-star scatter. Visually the closeness of
all the Fe determinations can be seen in Fig. 11.
We also computed abundances for the AGB stars using the
(V − K) temperatures. We found this temperature scale to give
identical δFe to the IRFM scale. This was expected since the
temperatures are very similar, as seen in Fig. 9. We now explore
other uncertainties in the method.
5.2. Sensitivity of Fe to other uncertainties
5.2.1. Weighted oscillator strengths

The weighted oscillator strength (log g f )9 adopted for each line
is a known source of uncertainty in spectroscopic abundance determination (e.g. Gray 2005). Since oscillator strength quantifies
the transition probability of a species from one level to the next, a
change in log g f has a systematic effect on derived abundances,
Where f is the oscillator strength and g is the statistical weight of the
lower level.
9
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Table 1. Summary of iron abundances derived from Fe i & Fe ii using different input parameters.

[Fe i/H]
(dex)

σ
(dex)

[Fe ii/H]
(dex)

σ
(dex)

δFe
(dex)

σ
(dex)

AGB L16

−1.80

0.05

−1.58

0.02

−0.22

0.05

RGB (C13 T eff )
AGB (C13 T eff )

−1.48
−1.63

0.06
0.04

−1.47
−1.48

0.06
0.04

−0.01
−0.15

0.08
0.05

RGB (L16 gfs)
AGB (L16 gfs)

−1.43
−1.52

0.05
0.06

−1.52
−1.53

0.05
0.04

+0.09
+0.01

0.07
0.08

RGB (Final)
AGB (Final)

−1.43
−1.52

0.05
0.06

−1.47
−1.48

0.06
0.04

+0.04
−0.04

0.07
0.07

Analysis run

Notes. Abundances are scaled based on a solar Fe abundance of log  = 7.50 dex. Also shown is the difference δFe = Fe i − Fe ii. The first line
shows the L16 AGB results. The second set of results were obtained using the C13 temperatures (Sect. 3). The 3rd set of results were obtained
using our new IRFM T eff scale but adopting the L16 log g f values. Our final results, using the IRFM temperatures and our log g f values, are in the
last two rows. The typical number of Fe i lines analysed was 20–40, and 2–3 for Fe ii. The σ values are the 1σ star-to-star scatter only.
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Fig. 11. Iron results using our new IRFM temperatures. All RGB stars
(dots) and AGB stars (triangles) are shown for comparison, with iron
abundances derived using Fe i and Fe ii highlighted by colour (red and
black respectively). The shaded region indicates a typical uncertainty of
∼±0.10 dex, centered around the average Fe ii abundance (log  = 6.02,
from RGB and AGB stars).
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As a first step we directly compared our Fe i and Fe ii log g f
values with those used by L1610 . For Fe i we found the average
difference for our 40 lines to be ∆ log g f = −0.02 dex (σ = 0.09;
in the sense L16 – this study). Since final abundances are taken
as an average over the abundances inferred from each line, and
considering other uncertainties, this difference is insignificant11 .
For the Fe ii lines the average difference is slightly larger, being
∆ log g f = +0.05 dex. However, for Fe ii we only used two or
three lines, so in the cases where only two lines were available,
even one significantly deviant log g f value would be expected
to alter the derived abundances tangibly – and thus alter δFe by
offsetting Fe ii. To check the sensitivity of our results to this difference we re-derived Fe abundances for our entire stellar sample
using the L16 log g f values for Fe ii. The Fe ii lines (∆ log g f )
we used were: 6149.23 Å (+0.04 dex), 6247.56 Å (+0.02 dex),
and 6369.46 Å (+0.10 dex). All else was kept constant.
The results of this analysis are presented in Table 1. The
slightly increased Fe ii oscillator strengths led to an average decrease of [Fe ii/H] of 0.05 dex in both the RGB and AGB samples. As Fe i is unchanged, this leads to correspondingly minor
changes in δFe. For the RGB sample δFe becomes marginally
significant (+0.09 dex), albeit in the opposite sense to the original problem in the AGB sample. In the AGB stars δFe remains
insignificant, with δFe changing from −0.04 to +0.01 (σ =
0.08).
Thus the adopted log g f values appear to contribute to the
uncertainty in δFe only to a small degree. Additionally, the lower
abundance derived from Fe ii using the L16 oscillator strengths
most likely explains part of the ∼0.1 dex lower average [Fe ii/H]
value found by L16.

-0.4
-0.5

4500

4600

4700

4800

4900

5000

5100

IRFM Teﬀ (K)

Fig. 12. AGB δFe = Fe i − Fe ii results for the current study obtained
using our IRFM temperatures, and the (b − y) temperatures. Also shown
are the L16 values. The shaded region indicates a quadratic sum of typical (1σ) Fe i and Fe ii uncertainties (±0.14 dex).

shifting them to higher or lower values. This is another possible source of difference between our study and L16 that could
directly affect δFe, and thus it requires investigation.

5.2.2. NLTE effects

Our final δFe results appear to show a weak trend toward higher
values at higher T eff in the AGB sample (Fig. 12). This could be
due to a real overionisation of Fe i, but the overionisation effect
10
L16 used the Kurucz/Castelli line list for all species except for Fe ii,
for which they used values from Meléndez & Barbuy (2009).
11
We also compared our Fe i log g f values to those used by the GaiaESO Survey (Ruffoni et al. 2014). Here also the average difference is
minor, with ∆ log g f = 0.02 dex (σ = 0.09). There are however only
five lines in common (out of 40).
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would have to be stronger in stars in this particular temperature
range (T eff > 4800 K).
The magnitude of NLTE effects in atmospheres of cool
stars has been recently studied by Lind et al. (2012) and
Mashonkina et al. (2016). Figure 2 of Lind et al. (2012) shows
that, at the metallicity of NGC 6752, the NLTE corrections for
Fe i are expected to be small for AGB and RGB stars.
As a check we computed the expected NLTE corrections
for a range of Fe i lines at some characteristic parameters of
our AGB and RGB stars using both the Lind et al. (2012) and
Mashonkina et al. (2016) web-based interpolation routines12 .
We found that corrections were consistent between the two compilations. The corrections were also almost constant, varying
by just ±0.01 dex, so they are basically offsets. The constancy
across the AGB temperature range implies that the marginal
δFe trend in Fig. 12 is not explained by current NLTE theory.
The magnitude of the corrections are however slightly different across each set of stars, with ∆NLTE averaging +0.05 dex for
the RGB stars and +0.09 dex for the AGB stars. The slightly
higher value for AGB stars is expected due to their higher temperatures13 .
The NLTE offsets increase the average δFe to +0.09 in the
RGB sample, and to +0.05 (from −0.04) in the AGB sample.
Considering other uncertainties, these offsets are small. It is important to recognise that the NLTE corrections themselves also
have uncertainties. Lind et al. (2011) showed that model atmosphere choice alone can alter the predicted NLTE corrections by
up to ∼0.1 dex (their Fig. 8, for Na i). This is comparable to the
magnitude of the predicted offsets we have reported here. To be
consistent with L16, and considering the small effect on the results, we did not apply the NLTE offsets to our final Fe i results.
This also avoids adding in the extra uncertainty of the corrections
themselves.
5.2.3. Model atmospheres

The choice of model atmosphere has an effect on abundance determinations. This is due to the fact that different physical stratifications are predicted by different stellar atmosphere codes –
for the same set of stellar parameters. It is the differences in
adopted physical descriptions in each set of theoretical models that gives rise to the different stratifications. For example,
some use “pure MLT” to describe convection, whilst some use
modified MLT formalisms. Overshoot (see e.g. Castelli et al.
1997) and the adopted treatment of opacity are other model
variables.
We ran some tests to gauge the effect of using different model
grids on the derived Fe i and Fe ii abundances. For the tests
we used four different grids: a MARCS grid14 (Gustafsson et al.
2008), and three different Kurucz/Castelli grids15 (their NOVER,
OVER, and AODFNEW grids; Kurucz 1993; Castelli & Kurucz
2004). The four grids differ in terms of overshoot (or lack of),
treatment of convection, and treatment of opacity, for example.
The parameters and EWs of one RGB star (star 12) and one AGB
star (star 97) were used.
12
The INSPECT interface: http://www.inspect-stars.com
(Lind et al. 2011), and the interface by Mashonkina et al. (2016):
http://spectrum.inasan.ru/nLTE
13
The lower gravity of the AGB stars compared to RGB stars at the
same temperature reduces the difference marginally.
14
Downloaded from http://marcs.astro.uu.se
15
Downloaded from http://kurucz.harvard.edu/grids.html
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We found differences of 0.04 to 0.12 dex in the derived Fe i
and Fe ii abundances, with Fe i consistently at the upper end.
This is consistent with the uncertainty due to adopted model atmospheres reported by Lind et al. (2011) in relation to NLTE
corrections. This ∼0.1 dex uncertainty is especially important
when considering species that are very temperature sensitive,
here Fe i, since the temperature stratification changes significantly. This test also indicates that uncertainties of this order must be allowed for when comparing between independent studies, even if they are based on the same data, since the
model grid choice affects the results. Variations in tools/pipelines
that make use of the model grids must also add to these
uncertainties.
Two other possible sources of uncertainty from model atmospheres are (i) the choice of plane parallel or spherical (but still
1D) models; and (ii) the choice of model stellar mass. Traditionally, 1 M stellar atmospheres are used for GC stars, since there
is negligible effect in changing the mass by small amounts. However, due to the particularly low masses of AGB stars (∼0.6 M ),
models with mass of 0.5 M may be more appropriate. Due to
their low envelope mass, the atmospheres of these stars are expected to be more extended than those of RGB stars, and thus
spherical effects may be important. To check these two factors
we made a test using the MARCS 0.5 M spherical models, for
which only a small grid exists (Gustafsson et al. 2008). We compared the Fe i and Fe ii abundances derived using MARCS models with mass of 1 M with those derived using 0.5 M models,
for a star with characteristic AGB parameters. We found that the
differences were negligible, being of the order 0.01 dex. This indicates that mass and sphericity are not important in the case of
these AGB stars.
Finally we note that the discussion above has only involved
1D model atmospheres. Three dimensional model atmospheres
are now becoming available and have been shown to have significantly different stratifications as compared to 1D models
(e.g. Magic et al. 2013). Thus the use of 3D model atmospheres
would be expected to introduce further differences in abundance
determinations.

5.2.4. Distance

The cluster distance is a fundamental parameter that has a direct impact on the gravity scale through the derivation of the
stellar bolometric magnitudes. All of the studies (C13, L16
and this study) used the Harris (1996) catalogue value of (m −
M)V = 13.13. A literature search showed that this is at the
lower end of the values published, which range from 13.13 to
13.38 (just in the studies we consulted, the range may be greater;
Renzini et al. 1996; Gratton et al. 2003; Yong et al. 2005). Taking the maximum of these values systematically decreases gravity by 0.1 dex. This uncertainty in log g translates to a systematic shift of the microturbulent velocity scale by an insignificant
amount (+0.03 dex, based on the Gratton et al. 1996 relation).
Nevertheless, we tested the effect of these small systematic shifts
using the parameters of AGB star 97 and RGB star 12. As expected, Fe i was unaffected and Fe ii was reduced by ∼0.05 dex.
This reduced δFe in the AGB star, from −0.14 to −0.10 dex, and
increased it in the RGB star since Fe i was already greater than
Fe ii. Again these are small changes but they do add to the many
other small uncertainties.
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5.2.5. Effect of AGB stellar mass on gravity
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Another uncertainty affecting gravity determination is the
adopted stellar mass for the AGB stars. The median HB stellar
mass was estimated at 0.61 M for NGC 6752 by Gratton et al.
(2010). This was adopted by L16 and the current study. According to theory, lower masses are possible. For example,
Dorman et al. (1993) find a minimum envelope mass for AGB
ascension of 0.035 M , at the metallicity of NGC 6752. Adding
their core mass of 0.48 M suggests that the minimum mass for
an AGB star should be 0.52 M . This difference of ∼−0.1 M
would systematically reduce the gravity of the AGB stars by
0.07 dex. Importantly this would only affect AGB stars, leaving the RGB gravities unchanged. However the AGB masses
may also be higher. Assuming a normal distribution of AGB
masses around 0.61 M we thus (roughly) estimate a 1σ error of
∼±0.05 dex on the surface gravity due to the uncertainty in total
stellar mass. As discussed above this can cause small changes in
abundance results, particularly in the Fe abundance derived from
Fe ii.
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Fig. 13. Comparison between our new AGB Na abundances (labelled
C17), the C13 abundances, and those of L16. All abundance sets are
corrected for NLTE effects except C17LTE , which is included to highlight the magnitude of the corrections. The shaded region denotes typical uncertainties of 0.1 dex, added in quadrature (σ = 0.14 dex in total).
The two coolest stars are discussed in the text.

5.2.6. Summary of uncertainties

Here we have only explored some of the uncertainties inherent
in spectroscopic abundance determination. From this investigation it is clear that, apart from the large uncertainty in T eff given
by some colour-T eff relations, and the uncertainties in measuring
EWs, there are many other sources of uncertainty that lead to additional abundance differences of the order 0.01 → 0.10 dex. All
the uncertainties must combine, probably in a non-linear way,
to create “noise” and systematic shifts in the results, increasing
the uncertainty of our final abundances. It is also clear that each
source of uncertainty (including T eff ) affects Fe i and Fe ii to different degrees. It would thus be expected that each ion of each
element would also be affected to different degrees. For a broader
view of uncertainties in spectroscopic abundance determination
we refer the interested reader to the detailed empirical study of
Hinkel et al. (2016).

6. Sodium from C13 data using new T eff scale
Of primary interest to the argument of C13 (and to a lesser extent
L16) is the distribution of sodium amongst the AGB stars. It is
possible that the new IRFM/(V − K) temperature scale (Fig. 9)
could remove the good agreement between [Na/H] between studies (Fig. 2), given that the offset is ∼100 K.
Na i is predicted to suffer NLTE effects in giant stars such
as those studied here. C13 and L16 both used the Gratton et al.
(1999) corrections to LTE abundances. For the current study we
have chosen to use the more recent NLTE corrections calculated by Lind et al. (2011). As noted by Lind et al. (2011) the
Gratton et al. (1999) corrections differ from most tabulations in
the literature, especially at low temperatures and gravities. The
Na I lines we have used are: 5682.6 Å, 5688.2 Å, 6154.2 Å,
and 6160.7 Å. The last two of these lines were generally not detectable in the AGB stars, but a total of three or four lines were
usually detectable in the RGB stars.
We computed NLTE corrections for all available Na lines for
all stars using the INSPECT web interface16 (Lind et al. 2011).
The corrections were not large, with an average of −0.08 dex in
the AGB sample, and −0.10 dex for the RGB sample. In both
16

http://www.inspect-stars.com

sets of stars this was essentially an offset, with the standard deviation of the corrections being just σ = 0.01 dex (AGB) and
0.02 dex (RGB). All corrections and final abundances are listed
in Table A.1.
In the RGB sample the average standard deviation of the
line-to-line abundance scatter, σave , was reduced from 0.08 dex
(LTE) to 0.06 dex (NLTE). In the AGB stars σave reduced from
0.04 dex to 0.03 dex. Although these are small changes this is
reassuring as it is what is expected if the corrections are of the
correct sign and magnitude. We note that since the AGB stars
usually only have two lines measured, the abundances in the
AGB stars shouldn’t be taken as more accurate than those of
the RGB stars. Indeed, we find the average line-to-line scatter
increases with the number of lines measured in the AGB stars,
with σave = 0.10 dex in the stars with three detectable lines (the
RGB stars generally have three or four lines measurable). This is
an important point – it is common practice to report standard deviations of very small samples of lines as uncertainties in abundances. This can lead to overconfidence in results.
In Fig. 13 we compare our new [Na/H] values with those of
L16 and C13. Somewhat surprisingly, it can be seen that practically all stars have essentially the same abundances in all three
studies, within the uncertainties. The only exceptions are the two
coolest stars: the current study and L16 find substantially higher
Na than C13 for these stars. This appears to be a minor error in
C13, although it has no effect on the conclusions of that study.
The average difference in Na abundance between L16 and
the current study, in the sense L16−this study, is +0.05 dex
(σ = 0.04). Between L16 and C13 it is −0.05 dex (σ = 0.07),
excluding the 2 coolest stars. It is interesting that the increase
in temperature of ∼100 K (above the scale of L16) has no significant effect on the Na abundances. This does concur with the
observation that a roughly 40 K temperature difference between
C13 and L16 also had no significant effect (Fig. 2). Adding to
this that different tools, model atmospheres, different stellar mass
assumptions, and different spectra were used between the studies strongly suggests that the Na abundances are very robust, at
least within the current analysis framework.
Our RGB sample has an average abundance of [Na/H] =
−1.38 dex, with a standard deviation of σ = 0.27 dex. In
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contrast, the AGB sample has an average abundance of [Na/H] =
−1.71 dex, with a standard deviation of σ = 0.13 dex. While the
spread in the RGB sample is much larger than the uncertainties, the scatter in the AGB sample is low, and similar to the
0.10 dex reported by C13. Indeed, C13 noted that this level of
scatter was similar to their uncertainties and therefore consistent
with a single abundance of Na. We explore this topic further in
the Discussion.

7. Discussion and conclusion
We have investigated the differences between the NGC 6752
AGB star abundance studies of C13 and L16. In this paper we
have focused on Fe and Na, since L16 reported a very strong apparent overionisation of Fe i, and argued that all neutral species,
including Na i, should be scaled by Fe i, thus altering the distribution of [Na/Fe] as compared to C13 (Fig. 3).
By dividing all neutral species by Fe derived from Fe i, L16
essentially made the assumptions that:
1. overionisation affects all neutral species;
2. they are affected by exactly the same magnitude of overionisation.
While (1) is possible, (2) is highly unlikely, since the magnitudes
of NLTE effects are known to vary between species, and indeed
between lines of the same species. There are also variations with
T eff , gravity, and abundance of the element (see e.g. Lind et al.
2011, 2012 for the cases of Na and Fe).
The scaling to Fe i for neutral species in GC AGB stars was
originally suggested by Ivans et al. (2001). They however proposed it as one of three options to reconcile Fe i and Fe ii in the
AGB stars of the GC M5. These options were arrived at after an
extensive investigation into the many possible causes of the Fe
discrepancy. The rationale behind the Fe i scaling option was due
to the observation that: “Whenever Fe appears to be overionized
... Si, Ti, and V are excessively ionized by essentially the same
amount...” (Ivans et al. 2001). This was then generalised to include all neutral species. As Ivans et al. (2001) state, this was an
extrapolation – it was not based on any theoretical calculations,
since they weren’t available at that time. These calculations are
now available, in particular for Fe i and Na i. In the case of Fe i
the predicted NLTE corrections (Sect. 5.2.2) are much smaller
than the depression of Fe i reported by L16 (Fig. 4). This has
created a “tension” between theory and observations (see also
Lapenna et al. 2014).
During our comparison tests we immediately reproduced a
strong apparent depression of Fe i, similar to L16. Significantly,
this was achieved with different input data and computational
tools. However further investigation showed that this is primarily driven by the adopted stellar temperatures. By deriving more
reliable temperatures specifically for our stellar sample via the
IRFM method we found that the putative Fe i overionisation
became insignificant. By comparing temperatures derived with
colour-Teff relations to our IRFM temperatures it was found that
(V − K) relations are the most reliable (they have much smaller
uncertainties than (B − V) relations), and we suggest that they be
used for future (early) AGB studies. Previous AGB studies that
have reported strong apparent Fe i overionisation will need to be
checked.
Interestingly, one of the possibilities canvassed by
Ivans et al. (2001) to remove the Fe discrepancy was indeed to “arbitrarily increase the values of T eff above the Alonso
et al. scale by 60 K on the RGB and 120 K on the AGB”. By
A98, page 12 of 15

investigating other options for temperature scales they found
that there were scales that were systematically hotter (see their
Sect. 3.3 for details). They concluded that this avenue to resolve
the Fe discrepancy “remains an option”.
Related to this is the study of 47 Tuc by Lapenna et al.
(2014). Noting that their finding of a strong depression of Fe i
in the AGB stars was at odds with theoretical predictions, they
made a detailed investigation into the uncertainties affecting δFe.
They excluded T eff as a significant source of uncertainty because the excitation balance was “well satisfied” in their sample. Our result – that spectroscopically determined temperatures
tend to lie close to the initial estimates (usually photometric) –
may be the reason that Lapenna et al. (2014) could not reconcile the 47 Tuc AGB Fe i and Fe ii abundances. An indication
that this may be the case is given by one of the tests performed
by Lapenna et al. (2014). They found that δFe became negligible if parameters from a higher mass star (1.2 M ) were used.
The T eff increase above the nominal value was ∼+100 K. The
fact that this was a positive T eff offset that reduced δFe matches
with our findings (Fig. 7). The magnitude of this T eff offset is
similar to the offsets we have found here (Fig. 9), so we would
expect a greater increase in Fe i, of the order ∼0.2 dex as compared to ∼0.1 dex found by Lapenna et al. (2014). However the
much higher metallicity of 47 Tuc may reduce the effect.
L16 also discussed their results in terms of [X/H], noting that
using Fe in the denominator may have skewed the results (they
report that it did not). However the different T eff scale presented
here17 means that all elements need reanalysis, since the effects
are uncertain and most likely vary from element to element, as
our investigation of Fe and Na has shown. As molecular band
formation is highly dependent on temperature, abundances for
elements based on molecules (C, N, and indirectly, O, in L16)
are likely to be altered. We are unsure how the results of the
L16 study will be affected. The effects may or may not alter the
conclusions on the topic of AGB subpopulations, but it clearly
requires investigation.
After the reconciliation of Fe i and Fe ii, we checked the
effect of the new temperature scale on derived sodium abundances and found that it had no significant effect. Interestingly
the [Na/H] abundances across the three studies (C13, L16, and
the current study) all agree, within the uncertainties. It is also
remarkable that such large differences in temperatures, gravity,
input data, and tools, have such little effect on the Na abundances. This suggests they are very robust – at least in the current paradigm of 1D stellar atmosphere abundance determinations and NLTE modelling. We speculate that either (i) significant changes in the (currently small) predicted NLTE corrections; or (ii) 3D atmosphere effects, would be the most likely
factors that could alter the Na abundances. Since Fe is constant
in NGC 6752 then [Na/Fe] must also be consistent between all
studies, aside from possible systematic offsets in Fe.
We found that the Na abundance spread in the AGB sample is
slightly larger than that found by C13 (σ = 0.13 dex versus 0.10
dex). This compares with a spread of σ = 0.27 dex in the RGB
sample. As shown in C13 the AGB distribution is centered over
the RGB SP1 distribution. However we are cautious to assign
significance to the slight increase in the AGB dispersion, especially given the exploration of the many sources of uncertainty
in Sect. 5.2. In particular we note the uncertainties in NLTE
corrections that could amount to 0.1 dex, but which are generally ignored in abundance studies. We also recall that the Na
17

Gravity should be only slightly affected, with changes most likely
smaller than the L16 uncertainty of ∼0.1 dex (Sect. 3).
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abundances in the AGB stars are usually based on just two lines,
so the line-to-line scatter uncertainty is not well constrained. Indeed, we found that the line-to-line scatter increases in the stars
with more Na lines measured, to a an average value of 0.10 dex
in the AGB stars with three detectable lines18 . As this is just
one source of uncertainty, it should be taken as a minimum for
the total abundance uncertainty. That said, our empirical result
in Fig. 13, which shows that the Na abundances appear very robust between the three studies (all within ±0.05 dex, on average),
may suggest that the spread is significant19 . If it is, this could be
considered a small signal of the tail of the second population
distribution being present on the AGB, similar to that found for
M4 (see Discussion in MacLean et al. 2016). However, given the
small magnitude of the signal, it is advisable to attempt to identify the subpopulations in multi-dimensional chemical space instead, as noted by others (e.g. L16; MacLean et al. 2016). Thus
we leave the further discussion of AGB subpopulations to our
next paper in the series, where we will investigate other elements
given the improved AGB temperatures. What appears certain is
that the Na spread in the AGB stars is very restricted compared
to the RGB stars.
We conclude by noting that care must be taken in deriving
AGB star temperatures, and, more generally, that uncertainty reporting in abundance analysis papers should be more robust –
there are many sources of uncertainty that can significantly alter
the results. The relevant example here is the standard procedure
of testing the abundance results’ sensitivity to temperature. Both
C13 and L16 used an estimated uncertainty of ∼∆T eff ± 30 K.
This uncertainty is small compared to the T eff differences of
∼60–100 K found here. If more realistic uncertainties were included, the error bars on Fe i would have been large20 – and the
results consistent with theory and other abundance studies.
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Appendix A
Table A.1. Final stellar parameters and abundance results.

ID

Type

22
25
31
44
52
53
59
60
61
65
75
76
78
80
83
94
97
104
201620
12
23
27
29
30
35
43
50
54
64
91
92
107
129
155
161
170
186
193
262
276
200619

AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
AGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB

T eff
(K)
4641
4492
4537
4679
4862
4790
4804
4776
4834
4705
4816
4970
4948
4893
4932
4969
5048
4895
5019
4348
4404
4453
4362
4362
4490
4469
4436
4571
4467
4641
4672
4681
4738
4752
4852
4792
4832
4854
4873
4864
4731

log g
(dex)
1.31
1.09
1.20
1.43
1.68
1.57
1.61
1.57
1.63
1.43
1.67
1.76
1.76
1.75
1.76
1.83
1.89
1.79
1.83
1.10
1.19
1.30
1.13
1.10
1.37
1.37
1.27
1.51
1.36
1.75
1.73
1.83
1.94
2.00
2.07
2.07
2.13
2.14
2.25
2.25
1.91

Xi
(km s−1 )
1.80
1.87
1.83
1.76
1.68
1.72
1.70
1.72
1.70
1.76
1.68
1.65
1.65
1.66
1.65
1.63
1.61
1.64
1.63
1.87
1.84
1.80
1.86
1.87
1.78
1.78
1.81
1.73
1.78
1.66
1.66
1.63
1.60
1.58
1.55
1.55
1.54
1.53
1.50
1.50
1.61

Fe i
(dex)
6.01
6.07
6.08
6.03
5.96
5.99
5.92
6.12
6.04
6.00
5.91
5.92
5.93
5.95
5.96
5.90
5.92
5.94
6.01
6.09
6.09
6.08
6.07
6.09
6.09
6.04
6.11
6.18
6.07
5.99
6.12
6.07
6.03
6.02
6.14
6.07
6.02
6.06
6.03
5.99
6.02

σ
(dex)
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.09
0.14
0.15
0.14
0.09
0.09
0.07

Fe ii
(dex)
5.92
6.03
5.99
6.03
6.01
6.01
5.94
6.05
6.01
6.02
6.05
5.97
5.97
6.07
6.03
6.08
6.06
6.07
6.01
5.92
6.12
6.13
6.07
5.93
6.05
5.99
6.08
6.08
5.98
6.01
6.02
5.99
6.08
6.01
6.05
6.05
5.99
6.11
5.92
6.02
6.06

σ
(dex)
0.06
0.11
0.09
0.13
0.16
0.07
0.08
0.12
0.09
0.05
0.11
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.15
0.10
0.08
0.19
0.04
0.09
0.02
0.04
0.17
0.11
0.05
0.07
0.16
0.15
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.10
0.20
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.08
0.04
0.08
0.09

Na iLTE
(dex)
4.83
4.56
4.52
4.52
4.70
4.76
4.71
4.54
4.73
4.95
4.50
4.89
4.86
4.59
4.71
4.73
4.78
4.48
4.84
5.10
5.12
4.77
4.67
5.10
5.39
5.45
4.95
4.94
5.39
5.10
4.72
5.03
5.04
4.62
5.23
5.40
4.63
4.58
5.17
5.20
5.41

σ
(dex)
0.06
0.10
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.14
0.04
0.04
0.01
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.05
0.08
0.18
0.04
0.18
0.13
0.11
0.06
0.03
0.15
0.06
0.11
0.08
0.05
0.01
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.00
0.04
0.10
0.01

CorrNa i
(dex)
–0.08
–0.05
–0.05
–0.06
–0.08
–0.08
–0.08
–0.07
–0.08
–0.09
–0.07
–0.08
–0.09
–0.07
–0.09
–0.09
–0.09
–0.07
–0.09
–0.08
–0.09
–0.06
–0.06
–0.09
–0.11
–0.12
–0.09
–0.09
–0.12
–0.09
–0.08
–0.09
–0.10
–0.08
–0.12
–0.12
–0.08
–0.08
–0.12
–0.12
–0.08

Na iNLTE
(dex)
4.75
4.51
4.47
4.46
4.61
4.68
4.62
4.47
4.65
4.86
4.44
4.80
4.77
4.51
4.63
4.64
4.69
4.41
4.75
5.01
5.04
4.70
4.61
5.01
5.28
5.33
4.86
4.85
5.27
5.01
4.64
4.94
4.94
4.54
5.11
5.27
4.54
4.50
5.06
5.08
5.33

σ
(dex)
0.05
0.11
0.03
0.00
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.00
0.15
0.02
0.03
0.00
0.06
0.03
0.00
0.02
0.07
0.04
0.18
0.05
0.13
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.06
0.12
0.09
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.01
0.06
0.01

Notes. Abundances are presented as log  = log(NX /NH ) + 12, where X represents each species. The σ values are based on line-to-line abundance
scatter only. The NLTE corrections to the LTE sodium abundances are given in the third last column.
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